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Abstract: It is nesessary to tunc the fuzzy rules and the scal
ing factors in real-time control of a large scale system, the steam 
generator of a nuclear power plant , as it is related to safety and 
availability of the plant. A novel real-time tuning algorithm of fuzzy 
controller based on the scaling factors is proposed and applied to 
the steam generator water level control system of the nuclear power 
plant. The new real-time tuning algorithm adopts a variable ref
erence tuning index for a good system tuning response and an in
stantaneous system fuzzy performance for scaling factor tuning. For 
the fuzzy steam generator controller, <m image signal of feedwater 
flow error at low power is proposed and pressnre compensation rules 
and a gain scheduler of fecclwater temperature arc designed also. 
The fuzzy controller of the steam generator water level is simulated 
by the proposed method. The simnlation results show that the im
proved performance of the steam generator ·water level controller by 
the proposed method. 

Keywords: fnzzy controller , iustantancons system performance, 
self-tuning, scaling factor , steam generator 

1. Introduction 

Since the work of Zadeh, fuzzy logic controller is one of the most active research 
areas in the control enginnering. Fnzzy logic control methodologies have had 
many improvements and it's application papers are presented Bare, Iviulholland 
and Sofcr (HJ90), Rama..'iwamy, Edwards and Lee (1003), Iluan , D'hond t, Gov
aerts and Kcrre (1994). The reason for that is a fuzzy logic controller employs 
the control rules of conditional linguistic statements on t he relationship of the 
system variables and has the advantages of emulating the bchavior of a !m
man operator and of dealing with model nnc:crtainty. There arc some studies of 
fuzzy control theory in the nuclear power plant control Ilamaswarny, Edwards 
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and Lee (1D93), Han and Lee (1DD4), Kuan, Lin and Hsn (19D2), Ikonomopoulos 
and Tsoukalas (1DD3), Akin and Altiu (1DD1), Tanji, Kiuoshita, Fukuzaki and 
Kobaya..-;hi (1D93), and the steam generator water level controller using fuzzy 
logic was actually installed at the Fugcu unclear power plant Ruau, D'hondt, 
Govaert:; and Kerre (1DD4). 

The fuzzy controller is designed by lmman experiences and control rule:; 
which are usually subjective. Therefore, the rules arc different as they are made 
by differcut expert~. It is difficult to acqnirc good control performance for the 
system from which there has been little experience. Therefore, it is ncccs:;ary 
to tunc the rules and the scaling factor:; for good performance after the desigu 
of the control rules. As the tuning of the controller is a laborious work and 
time consumiug efforts , the self-tuning methods of fuzzy controller has been 
developed Bare, :rviulhollawl aml Sofcr (Hl90), Maecla and Niurakarni (1!)92). 
When the controller is designed, it is tuned to the circmnstances of system 
simulation. Even if the controller is tuucd well, tuning of the rules or scaling 
factors arc needed after the installation of the controller at a real plant because 
of model mismatch and other filed factor:;. Abo the controller may need to be 
rctuneclbecause of system obsolescem:e awl lchauges in circumstance:; involving 
the controller. 

The steam generator c:onvcrts heat to steam for the production of electricity 
and it is an important component especially for :;afcty related requirements of 
the nuclear power plant, and it is also a large system which is related with 
availability of plant. One must avoid repeated tuuiug processes and long tuniug 
times for this large system to reduc:e the probability of ac:cident and undesirable 
iufluences on the total system. Therefore, a tuuiug method which has a good 
t uning performance is needed for a large :;ystcm which is directly related to the 
total system. 

There arc on-line tuning metlwcls of the fuzzy coutrollcr, but there arc a fevv 
real-time scaling factor tuning methods. To get good control performance, we 
tune the rules or input/ output scaling factors. The tuning part may be a refer
ence model , a parameter adjuster or a reference response to compare bctwecu 
process output and setpoint for the tuning of rules. There are several methods 
to tmw the rules or control gains by complicated computing processes Alclridge 
(1902), Palm (1993) , Katayama, R, Kajitani , Y. and Nishida, Y. (1992), allCl 
these methods can tnne the rules after calculatiou of control performance ind~)X 

such as rising time, amplitude, overshoot or settliug time, l\!Iaeda allCl Murakami 
(1992) , Daugherity, Rat.hakrishnan and Yen (19D2). So these tuning methods 
c:an tune the controller by on-line but uot real-time. 

In this paper, a novel real-time scaling factors tnniug method is propos~)d 

and applied to the steam generator water level control system of the nuclear 
power plant. 
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2. Real-time scaling factors tuning 

2.1. Scaling factors tuning 

547 

Scaling factors map input/ output value to the fnzzy variable domain. The 
change of input scaling factors conuects input values to suitable rules, and the 
change of output scaling factors can adjust the amplitude of control output. 
For example, Fig. 1 shows tlw relationship between the scaling factors and the 
gain characteristic of the controller for the control error e. In Fig. 1, when 
scaling factor d of 6u is constant, the controller gain seemiugly increases by 
decreasing the scaling factor a, of e. Even when the scaling factor a, is fixed, the 
same effect is obtained by changing the scaling factor d. However, if the gain 
function are nonlinear functions, the results of the gain adjustment by these 
methods arc not completely the same. But iu this way the change of the scaling 
factors gives elasticity to the characteristics of the controller without d1anging 
the tendency of the characteristics . Generally, the modification of control rules 
change the characteristics of the gain functions; the adjustment of the scaling 
factors determines the tilt of gain characteristics, so we know t he adjustweut of 
a scaling factor is important in tuning the controller . 

Iviaeda and :tviurakami (1992) made scale adjustment rules and defined a 
fuzzy performance function for scaling factors tuning by evaluating the control 
results. The elements of the evaluation were overshoot, reaching time and am
plitude. These evaluation values were given at the end of the control interval. 
The scaling factors were adjusted usiug final fnzzy performance at the cud of the 
control interval, so this method cannot tunc the scaling factors with real-time, 
that is to say, the scaliug factor eau not he tuucd at every sawpling time. 

Bare, Iviulholland and Sofer (1990) defined a tuning index as folluws: 

en+l 
p=-

en 
(1) 

where en+ l and en arc two consecutive errors defiued as the diffcreucc bctwceu 
process ontput ancl setpoint valne at step n allCl n + 1. Here, the heuristic 
tuniug approach was nsed as the following; if p is greater than a giveu valm~ 
C, theu the scaling factor for error is dw.uged to move the poiuter iu or out by 
oue discrete clemeut in the universe of discomse, where the pointer is usecl to 
iudicate the quantization result of error iu the fuzzy controller. For example, if 
the uew data illClicate overshoot outside the prescribed error ratio, t he pointer 
would be moved one increment to left to 'slow clown' response. The valne of 
the reference tuning index is arbitrarily constant, so the response of the system 
could be overshoot or nuderslwot accorcliug to the constant rcfercucc value aud 
conld require long tnning times. If the response of the system approaches the 
setpoint at a slow rate, it has the oscillatious plwuomenon of system respouse 
because the reference tuuing iiHlcx is coustaut from large error to small error. 
This method is uot effective for the state variatiou of a sy::;tcm becansc it uses 
a constant increase or decrease ill the qnantity of :ocn.ling factors. 
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e 

Figure 1. A gain function for error e <end change of manipulated value 6u. 
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2.2. Variable reference tuning index 

As reviewed previously, the system performance index is calculated by the corn~ 
parison between the output of a model or a reference response and the output 
of system at the end of the control interval. The scaling factors arc tuned with 
this system performance index with on-liue, but not with real-time. And a 
neural network or cell mapping is used for controller tuning process Smith, S. 
(1992). The scaling factor tuning method proposed in this paper uses error 
ratio as a tuning index and uses a variable reference tuning index according to 
system response characteristics for advanced tuning performances. The general 
step response of the system can be divided into response sections, each response 
section having different slit, so it is nnrcasonablc to use the same constant refer
ence tuning index. Therefore, it is reasonable to use a variable reference tuning 
index for a good tuning response of a system. 

If we divide a system response into two response sections, the variable ref
erence tuning index becoms 

Prv = { 
Prl 

Pr2 

0 ::::; iel < o: 
o: ::::; iel < eo 

(2) 

where Prl, Pr2 reference tuning index for a response section, a is constant and 
e0 is maximum error at a step input. 

If Prl equals Pr2 from (2) the reference tuning index is a constant reference 
tuning index(Prc) for error. If we select a fJT2 which has a smaller value than 
Prc for iei 2': et, which means that the rate of error change above a is allowed to 
be higher than when Prc is selected. If we select a Prl, a higher value than f!rc 

for lel < o:, which meaus that the rate of error change below o: is bounded to 
be slower than when Prc is selected. If we divide the response of system into n 
respouse sections equally, the Prv is 

Ieo I ( Ieo I 
Prv = (Jrk , - k- 1) :S iei < -k (k = 1, 2, ... , n) 

n n 
(3) 

where (Jdc is a reference tuning index for response section k and eo is the max
imum error at a step input. And if we divide the response of system into n 
response sections arbitrary, the Prv is 

Prv = f!rk, ek-l :S iei < ek (k = 1, 2, ... , n) (4) 

where Prk is the reference tuning index for response section k and e,, is the 
maximum error in kth response section. 

2.3. Instantaneous syste1n perfonnance 

The concept of instantaneous system performance is proposed in order to deter
mine the system performance at the sampling time. We can not use the values 
of overshoot , reaching time, steady state error and amplitude at the sampling 
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e 

Figure 2. The change of rmmipulatecl value 611. with error e for step input. 

t ime in the view of real-time l>asc because these values arc calcul ated at tlw end 
of the control interval. Fig. 2 shows the relationship of error( e) and change of 
manipulated value( 6v.) for the general response of a step iuput. From this fig
ure when t he value of both error and dtange of manipulated value have reached 
zero point , the control value reache::; the target value. When the current sys tCJ n 
state reaches A point orB point , both A and I3 points have the same error, it is 
<~ero. However point I3 has a lower change of mauipulated valne tltau point A. 
Therefore, the system performance of point I3 is better than A on the basis of 
instantaneous system p erformance, because at point B t he control value would 
be less changed iu the fu ture. So tlte valnes of error and change of manipulated 
value arc used to cletenniuc the grade of instantanco1 ts system performance for 
scaling factor tuning. Tl!C value of error stauds for the iustantancous system 
state and the value of change of manipulated value stands for the iustantaneous 
system state with system infonnatiou of the futme. 

Let 's define the Iustantaneous System Fu<~zy Pcrfonna!l(:e(I SF F) a.•..; follows: 

ISFPe(t) = Ji.ISFPe(e(t)) , 

ISFP6u(t) = p.ISFP6 u(t)(6u(t)), 

(G) 

(G) 
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where 

where 

with 

Error (or 6u) 
ISFP 

NB: Negative Big, 
NS: Negative Small, 
ZO: Zero, 
PB: Positive Big, 
PS: Positive Small, 
BD: Bad, 
MM: Medium, 
GD: Good. 

e(t) = S- y(t), 

Table 1. ISFP rules 

L-.u(t) = u(t)- v.(t - 1), 

e(t) : coutrol error, 
S : the setpoint, 
y(t) : the control value, 
v.(t) : the manipulated value, 
t : sampling instant. 

551 

ISFPe(t) and ISFPL-.u(t ) mca.n the gra.de of insta.nta.neous system fuzzy 
performance for the error( e) allCl change of ma.nipulatccl value (L-.v.) respectively 
by the ISFP mles in Table 1. From Ta.blc 1, we know that the large values of 
error and change of manipulated value have a lower grade of instantaueous 
system fuzzy performa.nce than small va.l ues of error a.ud change of manipulated 
value. The membership functions to rnea.sure ISFP are as in Fig. ;). 

Define t he Instantaneous System Performance (ISP) as follows: 

ISP(t) = Tni.n{ISFPe(t), ISFPL-.v.(t)}. (7) 

By (7), the minimum value between ISFPe(t) and ISFPL-.v.(t) is selected 
for ISP at t. We ca.n find that if ISP(t) approaches 1, that is to say the system 
performance at t is of good grade, the values of error and cha.nge of manipulated 
value are close to 0, and if ISP(t) approa.ches 0, the system performance at t 
is of bad grade because the one value is big between the error and the change 
of manipulated value or the values are big for both the error and the change of 
manipulated value. 
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Figure 3. Membership functious for ISFP. (a) Antecedent, (b) couscquent. 

2.4. The proposed controller 

Finally, the scaling factor is tuued in real-t ime using (8) with (2) and (7). 

SF(t) = SF(t - 1) + Wr(1- ISP(t))LSF 

with 
SF(t) : Scaling factor at t, 
LSF : Increase or decrease in the quantity of scaling factor , 
Wr : Weighting factor. 

(8) 

The (8) means that t he fi nal iucrease or decrease in the quantity of scaling 
factor is determined according to ISP (t) at sampling t ime. Therefore, if the 
instantaneous system perfonnam:e is good grade, then scaliug factor variation 
is lower than the instantaneous system performance at bad grade. By (8) , we 
can tune the scaling factors effectively according to the instantaneous system 
performance and we can improve the fuz:;z:;y controller in real-time. Fig. 4 shows 
the proposed real-time self-tuning fuzz:;y controller . 

3 . The proposed fuzzy controller for steam generator 

3.1. Water level control rule s and pressure con1.pensation rules 

The control rules for the water level control of the steam generator arc based 
on the operator's control experience Jung, Ham and Lee (1994). The steam 
generator referred to in this paper is the steam generator of the Kori unit 3 
and 4 of pressurizer water reactor , 993 lVIvVe in Korea. The operator controls 
the steam generator water level by opening and dosing the fecclwater valve 
with steam flow rate, feedwater flow rate and steam generator water level. The 
reference water lcvd is GO% at full power. The water level control rules arc in 
Table 2. 
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Real-time 
scaling factor 

modifier 

pr,p(t) 
ISFP rule 

ISP I--

Se tpoint 

~t 
Output 0 v h Input Control 

scaling 1-----> rule scaling f.---> Process ~ 
factor part factor -

utput 

F igure 4. The proposed real-time fuzzy controller. 

where 

FE 
LE P B PS zo NS NB 
P B PB PB PM PS zo 
PS PB PM PS zo NS 
zo P l\II PS zo NS NM 
NS PS zo NS NM NB 
NI3 zo NS NM NB NB 

Table 2. Steam generator control rules 

NM: Negative Medium, 
NB : Negative Big, 
NS: Negative Small , 
ZO : Zero, 
PB: Positive Big, 
PS: Positive Small , 
PM: Positive Medium , 
FE: Feedwater- Steam flow , 
LE: Setpoint - Water level. 

GG3 
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NB NS ZO PS PB NB NM NS ZO PS PM PB 

LE, FE ~_L~L_~~--~~~u 

-h 0 +h -k 0 +k 
(a) (b) 

Figure .5 . lVIembership fnuctions for stea111 generator coutrol rnles. (a) An
teceden t, (b) c:onsequeut . 

T hese control rules use .5 trianglc- typl~ ute111bcrship fm JCtions for feed water 
flow error and water level error, aud use 7 triaugle- typc 111emhership fnudious 
for fced water valve control as showu in Fig . .5. A ceutur of gravity metlwd is 
used for dcfnzzyficatiou . 

T he water level of steam geuerator is varied by the variatiou of the pressure 
of the steam geucmtor . It is au cleuwut to effect the phcuomeou of shriukiug 
<t!Hl swelling. So the compensat iou rnlcs for the pressure variatiou is ucedcd to 
improve the pcrfonnauce of water level coutrollcr. The 2.5 pressme compemm
tiou rules arc clesiguecl as Ta ble :.l . The coutpeusation rnles nsc [j t riauglc type 
membership fnm:tions for level error awl pres:mrc difference and [j single tones 
for pressme cowpensatiou as iu Fig. G. 

3.2. An irnage signal of feedwater flow error 

The valnc of feed water flow rate error is iuvalid dmiug low power opcratiou. vVe 
substit u te au image signal for the error of feedwate r flow rate. The image sigual 
is iutroducecl iu consideration of t he rdatiou of process comlitious at low power 
operation . The feedwater valve positiou eau be derived from some operation 
data as a fnnctiou of reactor power aud eau he used as a referem:c for t he steam 
flow rate at the correspoudiug power. 

(9) 

when) TV is reactor power and (-J1 etlJ(l (-J0 arc coefficients . 
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LE 
NB PB PI3 PB PS zo 
NS PS PS PS PS zo 
zo zo zo zo zo zo 
PS zo NS NS NS NS 
NS PS zo NS NlVI NB 
PI3 zo NS ND NB NB 

Table 3. Prcssnrc compeusatiou rules 
where 

NB 

-p 

NJ\11: Negative J\!Iedimn, 
NB: Negative Big, 
NS: Negative Small, 
ZO: Zero, 
PB: Positive Big, 
PS: Positive Small, 
Pl\II: Positive J\!Ieclimn , 
PD: P(t)- P(t- T) , 
LE: Setpoint - Water Level. 

NS zo PS PB 

0 +p 
(a) 

NB NS zo PS PB 

., " • • • ' 1 

I 
; 

-X 0 +x 
(b) 

Figmc G. Iviernbership functions for press me compensation rnlcs. (a) An
tecedent , (b) consequent. 
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a 
PJ 0.5 ::r 

0 100 190 225 

Figure 7. The proposed gain of water level controller with feedwater tempera
ture variation. 

The present valve position under operation, 8, can be referred to as t he 
estimation of the feedwater flow rate and its difference from the reference valve 
position, (8 ' - 8) , c:an be used for the corresponding fuzzy variable of the flow 
rate error. 

3.3. A gain scheduler of feedwater t ernperature 

The water level of t he steam generator is varied by the temperature of feed water . 
If t he temperature of feedwater is low, then the shrink is appeared and the 
volume of steam generation is reclucecl . After a time clclay, the water level 
returns to a normal level. Therefore we use a gain scheduler to compensate for 
the temperature variation of feedwater as Fig. 7. 

3.4. Simulation results 

In order to check the performance of the steam generator fuzzy controller by 
the proposed t uning method , simulations were performed Jung, C.H., Ham, 
C.S . and Lee, K.I . (1995) , on the Compact Nuclear Simulator, 3-loop 993 NIWe 
West inghouse pressurized water reactor dynamics K won, Lyu, Malen an cl Skold 
(1988), installed in the nuc:lear traiuiug center of the Korea Atomic: Energy 
Research Institute . 
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S/G pressure 

Setpoint 

tn~------~--------1 ~ ' Fuzzy leveli-_L_~ 
controller 

Turbine 
power 

557 

Figure 8. The block diagram of the proposed steam generator water level COll

troller. 

Index Rise time(min) Value Sample no. 

f!l 1 0.90GGGG 300 

f!2 4 0.998888 1200 

(!3 7 0.999238 2100 
f!4 10 0.999GGG 3000 

Table 4. Reference tu11ing indices 

The reference tuning indices in Table 4 are calculated for simulation on the 
assumption that the system has no t ime delay and 0.2 second sampling time. 
Increase or decrease in the quantity of scali11g factor and weighting factor are 
0.003 and 0.2 respectively in this simulatio11. 

Fig. 9 shows the step responses of the steam generator water level at full 
power respectively. In Fig. 9, the response of the untuned fuzzy controller shows 
that it has a rise time which is too rapid and high overshoots. So it is necessary 
to maintain the rise time as rapid as possible and to reduce the overshoots for 
the short settling times . 

The Bare 1 selects such a fast error ratio (p1 ; low reference tuning index) 
that the response of water level shows a rather poor response, namely oscilla
tions phenomena, than original response. Bare 2 selects a high reference tuning 
index(p2 ) to have slow response, but it ha.•;; a similar rise time and 1st over shoot 
as the untuned case. The proposed nwthod uses p1 and P2 for the error above 
a 50% maximum error, am! uses (!3 and p4 for the error below a 50% maximum 
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8 
Time [min] 

a: Untuned 

b: Bare1 

c: Bare2 

d: Proposed 

10 12 14 

F igure !). Step responses of water level for Untunerl , Dare 1, Dare 2 and the 
proposed method) 
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No Type Rise time( s) 1st overshoot(s) 2nd overshoot(s) 
a Unttmed GG.G 42.GO 23. 17 
b Bare1 G5.0 42.8G 30.25 
c Bare 2 G7.8 42.45 9.G5 
a Proposed 74.8 34.71 4.87 

Table 5. T he simulation results of tuning. 

error. T he water level response by the proposed method shows 18.0% reduc
tion for 1st overshoot and 79% reduction for 2nd overshoot over the original 
response. The rise time by the proposed method has a slower response(12%) as 
expected than the untuned response. The rise time is not an important factor 
in this simulation, because the original response is too rapid. It is important 
to have small over shoots and fast settling t ime, because the steam generator 
has low and high water level trips. Table 5 shows the results of the simulation 
for the real-time tuning process . If vvc select a smaller universe of discourse for 
fecdwater flow error than the above original uutuucd fuzzy controller used, the 
rcspouse of the nevv originalnutuucd controller i::; very slow. Iu tl1is situation, we 
can have a more rapid rise time a11d lower overshoots than 11cw original rc::>pon::-;e 
a::-; expected by the proposed method. Fig. 8 show::-; the instantaneou::-; system 
performance and Fig. 9 shows the scaling factor of error. The results show tlJC 
perfonuance of the controller is improved by the proposed tuni11g method . 

If we select a smaller universe of discourse for fccchvater flow feedwater flow 
error than the above origi11al unt uned fuzzy controller nsed, the re::>pol!SC of the 
new original uutuucd controller is very :c; ]ow. I11 this sit1tatio11 , we can have a 
more rapid rise t ime and lower overshoots than new original response as expected 
by the proposed method. Fig. 10 shows the scaling factor,; of a level error in 
this ::;imulatio11. The resnlts ,;how the perfonuancc of the controller it> improved 
in real- time by the proposed tuning method. 

To ,;how the effect of the ]Xest>nre compe11sation rules by the proposed steam 
g;cncrcttor controller at low power, we changed 10% of steam pressure at G% re
actor power and compared with PI controller. The proposed method show::-; 27% 
reduction for overshoot ancl 2G% reduction for the return time to normal level 
than PI controller as shown in Fig. 11. In this simulation, we can u::-;e tlJC water 
level control rule which was used at full power tuning simulation. Because we 
u::-;ed an image sig11al of fecdwater flow error by the proposed method iu thiti 
paper . For the simulation of tlJC variation of the feedwater temperature , we 
a::-;::-;ume that high prct>sure heaters arc out of order. Iu this ca..'ie the tempera
ture of feedwater is changed from 227°C to 77°C at 100% reactor power. The 
simulation results of fcedwatcr temperature variations ,;how 4G% recluctiou for 
overshoot and 14% reduction for the return time to rcturu to a 11ormal level 
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a: Untuned 

b: Bare1 

c: Bare2 

d: Proposed 
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Figure 10. Scaling factors of error for untunecl , Barel, Bare 2, and the proposed 
method. 
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Figure 11. The respollse of water level of 10% steam pressure dw.llge for PI ami 
the proposed method. 

compared to PI controller as showll ill Fig. 12. 

4. Conclusions 

In this paper, a fuzzy water level coutrollcr for a steam generator of unclear 
power plant based on the real-time tnniug of the scaling fa.ctors is prcscutcd. A 
nevi' real-time tuning method of the scaling facto rs is proposed . The uew tnllillg 
method nscs a variable rcfereucc bmiug iwlex awl all illstautalleom; system 
fuzzy pcrfonmmce. For the fnzzy water level coulroller design , an illmgc sigual 
of fccdwater flow error at luw power is proposed allC! a pressure compensatioll 
mle and a gain schcclnlcr of feeclwater temperature arc designed. The resnlts 
of the tunillg of the fuzzy controller allCl the water level <:Olltruls of the steam 
gcucrator show goocl perfonl!aucc hy the proposed Jlletlwcl thall others. 
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